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Click here for reservation site!   

https://form.jotform.com/211222925349352


ABOUT 

 

When referring to the concept of the archive, what is paradoxical is the fact that an archive seems to have "the ability to 

encapsulate” transcendental notions such as: time, space, and causality. “The matter’s” avatar is represented by the physical 

or the digital documents stored in its departments. 

Everything that an archive contains is religiously selected, stored, saved, manipulated and it can be destroyed in a second. 

Archives represent our mémoire collective and, perhaps, beyond that, are a cut in the reality of the present, a masterful 

delusion, similar to a hologram. What happens when the hologram disappears? Does it really matter? Matter for whom? For 

those in power? For society? Does it really matter? Who is the archivist? What and how an archive is for maturity? 

Photographs taken in Bucharest, in September 2020, in the district where Alexandru spent his childhood, represent a 

documentation of his recent visit there, after 30 years. The tall communist building where he lived now is painted in pink, the 

school across the street looks like a modern prison, surrounded by fences, the market or the first kindergarten he attended, 

all these stations are part of a route whose destination is the return to childhood. Photographs symbolizing a turning point in 

his life, happened in Denmark (2019), or screenshots of various stages of his artistic work process, or even plane tickets of his 

trips between Denmark and Romania, these materials are digitally saved under the title “UNSEEN (Artistic research 2019-

2021)” and it can be accessed on the Jumpshare platform.  

Organised by folders, the internet transcripts extracted from YouTube videos and texts gathered “randomly” by Alexandru 

are in fact veridical samples of the exponential growth of the online pop culture with all its curiosities, limitations, frustrations 

and longings. A “culture” that reveals itself predominantly via mobile phones or tablets and speaks about the social behaviour 

of both new and previous generations. The materials gathered by Alexandru do not speak only about the researched topic, 

“maturity”, but are also supporting the second pillar of his work - the data collection methodology, overused by marketing 

research organizations all over the world. 

By trying not to exclude himself from his research, Alexandru is changing the perspective of his “cold” online documentation 

by producing a large number of autobiographical texts. Moving easier from prose to poetry or by mixing various writing 

techniques, the game displayed in his personal notes reveals a profound interest in existential issues that shape the artist 

behind the researcher, or, better said, the human behind the artist. 

The author’s need for introspection manifests through a series of writings such as: “Look, dad, at the sky!”, “Addendum”, 

“Hamburg”, “Sometimes” or “The white horse”, representing a collection of deeply moving personal confessions.  

The research presentation of his final master project, the online archive, becomes a tangible live site-specific exhibition. A 

small selection of documents, representing his personal notes, is displayed in a medium size conference meeting room in a 

science fiction set up, in one of Copenhagen’s most modern buildings, AC Hotel Bella Sky Copenhagen, designed and 

constructed by the Danish architectural company 3XN.  

All documents have been produced using the most common form of printing on paper from the 1970’s, 1980’s and late 

1990’s, in this case an Epson LX-350 dot matrix printer. Documents have been brought from Bucharest and assembled in 

Copenhagen. 

Moving forward from Plato’s “Theory of Forms” philosophy to a present investigation, the materiality of UNSEEN research 

and exhibition raises questions about the relevance in today’s hectic society for finding answers to fundamental issues such 

as: identity, collective memory, authenticity, the law of evidence, time and space. 

https://jumpshare.com/b/ZmlGI2XVAjiE9yFF7NpCbm4Jk


INVITATION 

 

Dear All, 

The MFA in Conceptualizing, Creating and Collaborating of the Danish National School of Performing Arts Copenhagen 

kindly invites you to the Exhibition of Alexandru Buescu’s final project UNSEEN. 

Final project mentorship: Falk Richter. 

Previous supervision and support by: Inger Eilersen, Solveig Gade, Rasmus Ölme. 

Translations are done together with Andra Bellu.  

 

ONLINE VIDEO PREMIERE 

Addendum | The Archivist | Look, dad, at the sky! 

 

 

DATES AND TIMES 

The exhibition takes place from May 10 to 15. 

11:00-18:00 each day. 

Alexandru will be present during the entire week and you are invited to ask questions. 

 

LOCATION 

Meeting Room 65, Bella Sky Conference & Event, Indgang 3 

Center Boulevard 5, 2300 København S 

Metro station - Bella Center 

Find vej med Google maps 

For any information, please call or write to Alexandru 

(+45) 52726850 | alb19@ddsks.dk 

 

 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/andra-bellu-9a46381a?originalSubdomain=ro
https://jumpshare.com/v/W1dPH1ohD5wQOshnLlgzH7cug
https://youtu.be/7DoARw2A81I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eJg4vfOxxWs
https://www.google.dk/maps/dir/Bella+Sky+Conference+%26+Events+-+Indgang+3,+K%C3%B8benhavn/@55.6390642,12.5790953,17.81z/data=!4m9!4m8!1m0!1m5!1m1!1s0x465255c3966827a3:0xe23dbfdb4d37be60!2m2!1d12.5776569!2d55.6392647!3e0


ALEXANDRU BUESCU 

Operating as performance artist, actor, writer and director, Buescu’s artistic praxis combines autobiographical elements with 

techniques of research and documentary mainly staged as live performance art pieces. Alexandru Buescu was born 1985 in 

Bucharest, The Socialist Republic of Romania, under the communist regime of Ceaușescu.  

His work questions social issues related to: freedom of speech, fake news, internet, individual or collective memory, 

distribution of the sensible, human alienation due to technology, consumption, rituals, family, adulthood, isolation, fear, love, 

anger, sadness, waiting, loss of individuality or the duality and problem of the ego. At the same time, it challenges 

assumptions, perceptions and expectations related to his own art practice and research. To this the live dimension of his 

performances aims to create inspiring or provocative experiences for the audience, where the vitality of the (rebellious) 

human body as opposed to fixed, rigid structures (buildings, concrete floors, machines, the earth) is always displayed as a 

declaration of freedom against oppressive treatments. 

By creating unexpected situations or inventing ambiguous “characters”, directly or indirectly related to his own nature, in his 

performances Buescu investigates the roles of the performer and the audience, the exposure of body, the question of the 

representation from conventional schemes to real situations. The use of videos, voice or sound recordings, objects made out 

of paper, toys, photos, poems, official documents, interviews, sand or even animal meat acquire symbolic meaning in his 

work while the traces left on stage became evidence of the everyday absurd human behavior. 

www.alexandru-buescu.com | Full CV | Press 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This material functions as an open invitation. Please feel free to share it with anyone. Thank you. 

https://ddsks.dk/en
www.alexandru-buescu.com
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18xU2NxsKgBp_AmxT_SRdeASe4RiuGAEH/view
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1VUGWIoYrCsYRkD4ioK5U8PWWU4Pb_5Ko

